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Background: 
Came to PM in 1984 as career Army officer assigned to Naval War College faculty. Lived here 
since except for one 2-year tour in Germany. After Army, taught history at Portsmouth Abbey 
for 22 years. Retired four years ago and now teaches one or two classes at Salve Regina U. 
 
Likes about PM 
I think PM is a wonderful town, but needs a few more community activities. 
 
Activities and plans 
Teaches, writes and lectures on history, politics and society. Writes about and enacts Abe 
Lincoln. Has written on Civil War, local history and other topics for Newport Daily News. Began 
as Civil War, but is now any kind of history or politics, culture and social. Wrote about 
Casablanca. Wrote about To Kill a Mockingbird. They ask that 50% be related to local or at least 
RI history. 
 
Importance of Portsmouth’s history 
The community is just as old, but not as rich as Newport. After Anne Hutchinson and the Battle 
of RI, its mainly a story of farmers – working farmers at first and later farms and country living 
for rich folks. I am particularly committed to RI slavery history.  
 
I am part of the RI Slavery Medallions group commemorating black history. We hold a 
ceremony in Portsmouth each year for the black regiment that fought in the Battle of RI. The 
story of slavery in Portsmouth (and RI generally) is very  important and very much overlooked – 
we just beginning to learning how essential a role slavery played in creating wealth and building 
the economy. Every student in RI should learn this. 
 
Importance of historical society 
I think older folks care about history. Worry about younger folks. Big challenge is to pass this 
along to succeeding questions. Why is this historical knowledge important? That would take 
some thought and maybe a longer conversation.  
 
Decribe PHS 
The first thing that comes to mind is expanding the membership. Society doing much more than 
it was. Was pretty sleepy before. Social… Museum open on Sundays, annual member meeting, 
lectures (including some of mine). That’s all I know of that PHS does.  
 
Museum 
Have done considerable homework. Deserve praise for the improvements made. Have dusted, 
seems to be in order. If there could be displays and presentations organized. A little tour and 
discussion. I haven’t made time to go and try to do research there. I want to say the collection 
is rather unremarkable. 



 
Future of PHS: 
Continue what you are doing – lectures, etc. 
 
In Portsmouth Schools –My sense is teachers have too much to do to add much to their history 
classes. My own kids went to Portsmouth Schools and no teacher ever invited me to come and 
speak. There’s no cross fertilization between PHS and the Abbey. If I was king, I would require 
that someone like me come to to speak to all PM students on 3 topics:  Anne Hutchinson, Roger 
Williams, and slavery in colonial RI. I could give these lectures any time. 
 
Develop more stories.  

- Could they document the lives of specific slaves? Get involved in living history there -  
you would be riding the tide of history. 

- With enough funds, create a typical historic farm – not sure what period.  
- Or we did have a moment in 1778 the Battle of RI and you could make it around that.  
- Would be beautiful to have association at the Glen Manor House. Is there a connection 

that could be symbiotic?  
 
Install signage at significant sites. The signage at Turkey Hill Battle of RI site is illegible.  Quaker 
Hill – another British site. Island Park from the ferry – Old Stone Bridge where American forces 
crossed in and out of AI.  
 
Willingness to volunteer 
Lectures, 
School visits 
Work on parade project 
 
(Note – leaves Portsmouth from New Year’s Day to mid-March each year.) 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


